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Chapterr 2 

Experimentall details 

2.11 General remarks 

Inn this thesis the spectroscopic properties of several diatomic and small polyatomic 

moleculess are investigated by means of resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization 

photoelectronn spectroscopy. In order to perform multiphoton ionization spectroscopy, high-

intensityy wavelength-tunable laser pulses are required, which are generated by a nanosecond 

laserr system in the present experiments. The ions or the photoelectrons, produced in the 

ionizationn processes, are detected in a "magnetic bottle" electron spectrometer. This 

spectrometerr has initially been designed for the kinetic-energy-resolved detection of 

photoelectronss [1]. In this thesis we have also made use of the fact that with only minor 

modificationss this spectrometer can be used as a time-of-flight mass analyzer or a zero-

kinetic-energyy pulsed-field ionization (ZEKE-PFI) spectrometer. 

AA schematic overview of the experimental setup is given in Figure 1. A short description 

off  the laser system and the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer is given in section 2.2 and 2.3, 

respectively.. Details for performing ZEKE-PFI and mass-resolved ion detection in the 

"magneticc bottle" spectrometer are given at the end of this chapter. 

2.22 Laser system 

Thee tunable light source used in the multiphoton experiments consists of a pulsed dye 

laserr system pumped by an excimer laser. The excimer laser (Lumonics HyperEx 460) 

operatingg on XeCl, produces 10 ns pulses with a fixed wavelength of 308 nm and a maximum 

powerr of 200 mJ per pulse. 
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 Figure 1 

SchematicSchematic overview of the experimental setup. HD 300 and HD 500: dye lasers; SHG: second 

harmonieharmonie generation unit; Amp: amplifier. 

Thee radiation generated by the excimer laser is used to pump either one or two dye lasers 

(Lumonicss HyperDye-300 and 500). Various dye solutions (conversion efficiency 8-15%) 

alloww for the generation of continuously tunable radiation from -335 to -750 nm with a 

bandwidthh of 0.06-0.08 cm'1. 

Thee wavelength tunabiliry can be extended to 205 nm using frequency-doubling units 

(Lumonicss HyperTrak 1000, INRAD II Autotracker) which employ angle-tuned KD* P and 

BBOO non-linear crystals. The resulting UV radiation has a maximum energy of 1.5 mJ per 10 

nss pulse and a bandwidth of -0.15 cm" . The wavelengths of the dye lasers can be calibrated 

inn two ways. First, calibration can be accomplished using the optogalvanic lines of Ne, 

excitedd in a hollow-cathode discharge. The second method is based upon resonance enhanced 

multiphotonn ionization of krypton or xenon via well-known excited states. 

Thee laser light is focused into the ionization region of the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer 

byy means of a fused silica lens with a focal length of 25 mm. When two-colour experiments 

aree carried out, the two laser beams are counterpropagated and are focused by two separate 

lensess mounted on opposite sides of the spectrometer. The pulses of both lasers are 

overlappedd in time using a fast silicon photodiode (HP5082-4203). 

—— Spectrometer 

Amp p 

i_ _ 

SHG G 

SHG G HD-500 0 
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2.33 "Magnetic bottle" electron spectrometer 

Ann electron spectrometer with which a high collection efficiency as well as a high energy 

resolutionn can be achieved, is the so-called "magnetic bottle" spectrometer, originally 

designedd by Kruit and Read [1]. This spectrometer derives its name from the shape of the 

divergingg magnetic field which guides the photoelectrons to the detector. The trajectories of 

alll  electrons having a velocity component in the direction of the flight tube are parallelized by 

meanss of an inhomogeneous magnetic field which decreases from 1 T in the laser focus to 

10~33 T in the flight tube. The acceptance angle of the spectrometer is 2TT sr, allowing for a 

collectionn efficiency of 50%. 

Sincee the photoelectrons are created in short laser pulses, a suitable method for the 

analysiss of their kinetic energies is a time-of-flight technique. The trajectories of the electrons 

aree parallelized during the first few millimeters of their flight, which is small compared to the 

500 cm length of the flight tube, after which they travel in a uniform magnetic field down the 

flightt tube. Flight times are measured using two microchannel plates at the end of the flight 

tube.tube. The resulting signal is amplified (Stanford Research 445) and subsequently stored in a 

5000 MHz digital oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS540) which is connected to a computer (Intel 

804866 DX2 66 MHz). 

Thee earth's magnetic field perpendicular to the direction of the flight tube is compensated 

forr by the use of two pairs of mutually perpendicular Helmholtz coils. In the direction of the 

flightt tube the magnetic field generated inside the spectrometer dominates over the earth 

magneticc field. 

AA photoelectron spectrum is constructed by converting the time-of-flight spectrum of the 

electronss to a scale linear in energy [2,3]. The best energy resolution can only be obtained for 

electronss with relatively long flight times. To achieve a high resolution for electrons with 

initiallyy high kinetic energies, decelerating voltages are applied on a grid in the flight tube. By 

increasingg in steps the negative voltage on this grid and converting each time only the high-

resolutionn part of the time-of-flight spectrum, a photoelectron spectrum is constructed. In this 

way,, a resolution of 10-15 meV (FWHM) is feasible at all electron kinetic energies. Absolute 

calibrationn of the kinetic energies is performed by recording the flight times of electrons 

arisingg from photoionization of atomic xenon or krypton at various retarding voltages. 

Onn each of the pole faces of the 1 T electromagnet a grid is mounted for the application 

off  static or pulsed electric fields. These grids are crucial for performing ZEKE-PFI 
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experimentss or mass-resolved ion detection in the spectrometer, which will both be discussed 

inn the following sections. 

Inn the experiments described in this thesis, two "magnetic bottle" spectrometers are used. 

Mostt experiments are performed in a spectrometer in which the sample gas is effusively 

introducedd into the ionization region via a pyrex tube with an outer diameter of 13 mm. Some 

experimentss are carried out in a spectrometer which is equipped with a molecular beam gas 

inlett system. For more details of the original design and operation of both spectrometers the 

readerr is referred to refs. 1-3 and chapter 5 of this thesis. 

2.44 Zero-Kinetic-Energy Pulsed-Field Ionization (ZEKE-PFI) 

Althoughh a good energy resolution can be obtained in the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer, 

rotationall  resolution can only be achieved for molecules with relatively large rotational 

contants.. With the development of the ZEKE-PFI technique, a practically laser bandwidth 

limitedd resolution can be achieved which allows even larger molecules to be studied with 

rotationall  resolution [4]. 

Inn this thesis some ZEKE-PFI experiments are described which have been performed in 

thee "magnetic bottle" spectrometer. To carry out such measurements electric fields are applied 

too the two grids mounted on the magnetic pole faces. The grid nearest the flight tube is 

grounded,, while a constant negative bias is applied at the other grid to sweep prompt electrons 

outt of the ionization region. After a certain time delay, ranging from 5 to 200 nanoseconds 

withh respect to the laser pulse, an electric field is switched on in the same direction as the bias 

field.. Field ionization of the high-n Rydberg states followed by detection of the electrons 

producess the ZEKE signal. 

Delayy times typically in the order of microseconds are used in experiments performed in 

normall  ZEKE-PFI spectrometers. Such delays are not possible in the "magnetic bottle" 

spectrometerr for two reasons [5]. First, the drifting of the species in high-n Rydberg states out 

off  the ionization region during the time delay causes a loss in the ZEKE-PFI signal, since 

electronss generated outside the 1 T magnetic field are not detected. Secondly, a negative bias 

fieldfield in the order of 5 V/cm has to be applied in order to get a good spatial separation between 

promptt and ZEKE-PFI electrons. Due to this field, Rydberg states above n «100 are field 

ionized,, whereas in most ZEKE-PFI experiments only states above n «150-200 are affected. 

Therefore,, in our experiments Rydberg states are probed which have usually shorter lifetimes. 
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Thee use of short time delays has also some advantages. The decay dynamics of high-n 

Rydbergg states often occur on a time scale short compared to the waiting period commonly 

employed.. In the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer, ionic branching ratios have been measured 

ass a function of the time delay in the 5-100 ns region, in which these dynamical processes 

takee place [6]. Such an experiment could not be performed in conventional ZEKE-PFI 

spectrometers,, since in that case much longer time delays are required to obtain spatial 

separationn between the ZEKE and other electrons. 

Inn spite of the shortcomings of the "magnetic bottle" spectrometer for performing ZEKE-

PFII  experiments, the best energy resolution achieved so far is about 4 cm"1 [7], which is a 

largee improvement compared to 80-120 cm"1 typical in conventional PES. 

2.55 Mass-resolved Ion detection 

Photodissociationn of the sample gas can lead to formation of several different fragments. 

Thesee fragments can subsequently be resonantly or non-resonantly ionized, resulting in a 

rangee of photoelectron signals. In this case mass-resolved ion detection can be used in order 

too correlate a photoelectron signal to a particular species. 

Iff  the spectrometer is used as a time-of-flight mass spectrometer, appropriate positive 

voltagess are applied to the two grids mounted on the magnetic pole faces and the voltages on 

thee microchannel plates are changed. In this way, a mass-resolution (M/AM) of about 260 can 

bee achieved. However, the collection efficiency is somewhat smaller than that for electrons. 
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